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In (Pennemann 2009), the correctness of graph programs
relative to nested graph conditions is considered. Since these conditions
are expressively equivalent to rst-order graph formulas, non-local graph
properties in the sense of Gaifman are not expressible by nested graph
conditions. We generalize the concept of nested graph conditions to socalled HR+ conditions and investigate the correctness for graph programs
relative to these generalized conditions.
Abstract.

Modeling of system states. As software systems increase in complexity, there is

a growing need for design concepts that allow an intuitive overview of a system,
usually by visual modeling techniques. Graph transformation systems are a visual modeling approach that emphasizes the interconnections of data structures.
The states of a regarded real-world system are modeled by graphs, and changes
to the system state are described by graph programs. Structural properties of
the system are described by graph conditions.
In [6], nested graph conditions are introduced. These conditions enhance
rst-order logic on graphs with a graphical representation of the nodes and
edges involved. Nested conditions are expressively equivalent to rst-order graph
properties [10]. As such, they can express only local properties in the sense of
Gaifman [4]. However, many real-world properties are non-local, i.e. they cannot
be expressed by nested graph conditions. For instance, it is not possible to express

1 to node 2, the connectedness or circlekxed k . Therefore, an extension is desired

the property there is a path from node

freeness of a graph with these conditions, as these properties go beyond the
neighbourhood for any node and any
that can capture such properties.

HR+

conditions. We propose to integrate hyperedge replacement systems with

the nested graph conditions to form

HR conditions [8]. The graphs in HR condi-

tions are enriched with hyperedge variables, which are then replaced by graphs
according to a hyperedge replacement system. Further enhancement to deal with
subgraphs leads to

HR+

conditions. This way, non-local properties can be ex-

pressed by hyperedge replacement. In fact,

HR+

conditions are more expressive
+
1
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The following car platooning example after [9] may further illustrate the
need for increased expressiveness. In order to save space and gas on highway
lanes, cars travelling in the same direction drive in platoons, i.e. a tight row
of cars with little distance in between. To ensure safety, the cars are partially
controlled by a system adhering to a car platooning protocol. Each platoon has
one and only one leader (designated by a small

α)

and an arbitrary number of

followers. This property is representated by the following condition:
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HR+ conditions. For nite graphs, the problem whether
+
a graph G satises a HR
condition c is still decidable. In a naïve approach,
one could, for every hyperedge in c, derive every graph permitted by the correModel checking for

sponding replacement system. The resulting conditions would be nested graph
conditions, for which the satisfaction problem is decidable [10]. Since every hyperedge replacement system can be transformed into a montonous one [5] and
no condition with a generated graph larger than

G may be satised, the number

of nested graph conditions to check is nite.

Correctness of graph programs relative to

HR+

conditions.

HR+

conditions can

be used together with graph programs to build graph specications in form of a
Hoare triple

{pre, Prog, post}. Our goal is to check the correctness of this triple,
G satisfying pre and all graphs H resulting from apProg on G, H satises post. Following an approach of Dijkstra [2],

i.e. whether for all graphs
plication of

we construct a weakest precondition out of the program and the postcondition.
The weakest precondition is constructed by rst transforming the postcondition
into a right

HR+

application condition for the program, then a transformation

from the right to a left application condition and nally, from the left application
condition to the weakest precondition. This is a generalization of the transformations from [7], where the hyperedge variables and the corresponding replacement
systems have to be regarded. The correctness problem can thus be reduced to
the problem whether the precondition implies the weakest precondition. It is
planned to extend the ENFORCE framework [1] for nested conditions and its
theorem prover component to support
Prog
post
pre

Wp

HR+ conditions.

weakest
precondition

yes
theorem prover
+ hyperedge repl.

no
unknown

Case studies. In order to show the practical merit of the results, several case

studies will be performed.

 HR+

conditions and graph programs shall be used to verify the car platoon-

ing protocol mentioned earlier [9].

 HR+

conditions shall be applied to the problem of C++ template instantia-

tion. Type checking of the templates is done on graphs, and type errors are
output as graphs, including suggestions for remedies. This may help developers dealing with templates by giving clearer error messages for type errors
in templates.

 HR+ conditions shall be used to express and check OCL constraints for UML
diagrams. Together with a transformation of UML metamodels into graph
grammars [3], this allows the generation of instances of a metamodel with
constraints.
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